This paperproposes a novel view of the information generated by relevance feedback. Latent semantic analysis is adapted to this view to extract useful inter-query information. The view presented in this paper is that thefundamental vocabulary of the system is the images in the database and that relevance feedback is a document whose words are the images. A relevance feedback document contains the intra-query information which expresses the semantic intent of the user over that query. The inter-query information then takes the form of a collection of documents which can be subjected to latent semantic analysis. An algorithm to query the latent semantic index is presented and evaluated against real data sets.
Introduction
Many recent approaches to content base image retrieval rely upon relevance feedback to improve query results [7,6, 81. The user is presented with a set of images. To refine the retrieval set, the user assign a relevanthelevant measure to each image and request a new retrieval set. Often, this process is conducted in the vector space model. The query is represented as a point in a feature space. The retrieval set consists of the set of images whose feature vectors are the k nearest neighbors of the query point. After learning from the relevance feedback, the system generates a new query location and adjusts the distance metric for the next k nearest neighbors search. This process iterates until the user is satisfied with the image retrieval or abandons the search.
The system is using the intra-query information from relevance feedback to increase performance.
Relevance feedback also provides inter-query information that most current systems do not exploit. The difficulty in exploiting the inter-query information is due to the
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unknown intent of the user. Each user, with each query, could have different model of the semantic information with which he is searching the image database. Muller, etal., presented an approach of using the interquery information [4] . The historical logs of user interaction with the Viper [9] system was used to adjust the inverse document frequency weighting of the features. The discriminating features over the historical data received an increase to their weight while the non-discriminating features received a reduction to their weight. In the vector space model, this would correspond to adjusting the initial distance metric from the typical Euclidean distance to a distance metric that fits the historical data (discriminant analysis).
Muller's approach uses the inter-query information to adapt the feature space of the images. Images are composed of features and the features are the basic components of information. The approach proposed in this paper takes a fundamentally different view. The images in the database are the basic terms of information. The intra-query information from relevance feedback is a document whose words are the images of the database and whose meaning expresses the semantic intent of the user. The inter-query information takes the form of a collection of documents which can be subjected to latent semantic analysis.
Latent Semantic Indexing
Latent semantic indexing, LSI, [2] is an important technique in information retrieval. It is an effort to overcome the problems of synonymy and polysemy when using individual words to retrieve documents. That many words may have the same meaning is the problem of synonymy. That a word may have many meaning is the problem of polysemy.
To overcome these problems, LSI uses the context of the word's usage to uncover the hidden (or latent) meaning of the word. The context of a word's usage, in a board sense, is the entire document which contains the word.
LSI creates a semantic space by applying singular value decomposition, SVD, to the term-by-document matrix, M.
Each column of M represents a document. The components of the column represent the relationship of the term to the document (such as a frequency weight of the occurrences of the term in the document). The term-by-document matrix is then approximated by using the k largest singular values and their associated singular vectors:
where t is number of terms, d is number of documents, T is rank of M, U and V are orthonormal, and S is diagonal. The M, U, V and S matrices are the approximations of the respective matrices when using just the k largest singu!ar?alues.-These matrices can be used to com- 
LSI for Image Databases
We view the images of of a database as the fundamental vocabulary of the system. An image may have many semantic meanings (polysemy) and many images have have similar meaning (synonymy). Just as with words, the semantic meaning of images is defined in context of other images. The pattern of relevance feedback from a query is a document composed of many terms (images). The terms of an individual document are assumed to have a latent semantic relationship.
With these assumptions, the creation and use of an LSI for an image database requires some modifications to the typical use of an LSI. Typically in LSI, you are given a query document of known terms and asked to determine a set of similar documents. In our case, we are given an unknown term and asked to determine a set of similar terms. To answer that question, the process outlined in Figure 1 is used.
In step 0, the term-by-document matrix, M, is created from historical patterns of relevance feedback. The nonzero term components of a document have a positive or negative value depending on whether the feedback of the corresponding image was relevant or irrelevant. All columns are normalized to unit length. SVD is used to determine U, S, and V. Note that M is sparse as a single column will generally have only 40-100 non-zero values. terms from the documents of step 4a and place in R, the retrieval set. 4. Return the retrieval set, R, to the user. 5 . If relevance feedback is available then else record session and exit create pseudo-document, T,, from terms in R 6. GoTo step 2.
In step 1, the initial pseudo-document is created for the query image. Since the image is an unknown term, we create the initial pseudo-document by falling back to a feature space of images. The K nearest neighbor images of the query is found and a positive relevance weighting is assigned to the corresponding term location in the pseudodocument. The relevance weighting can be any similarity measure. The pseudo-document, T,, is normalized to unit length.
The query's location, F,, in the semantic space is used to select the select the terms to place in the retrieval set, R, in step 3. The proposed method is to find a set documents similar to F, in the semantic space and select the most probable and most informative terms of those documents. The approach of using the most probable and the most informative terms is similar in concept to [IO] . The set of most probable terms exploit our current knowledge to retrieve the most relevant images. The set of most informative terms provide an exploration to improve our knowledge of the user's query.
The most probable terms are determined from a weighted sum of the terms associated with the K nearest neighbor documents of F, in the semantic space. The relationship of terms to a docyment, d, is given by dth column of M (or equivalently, USV: where V : is dth column of V T ) . The weighting is based on the distance of the document to F,.
The approach used to find the most informative terms is based on maximizing the decrease in entropy impurity [3, p. 3981 which is an approach used in the construction of decision trees. 
Experimental Results
First we compare the image retrieval using LSI with retrieval techniques that do not use inter-query information. Second, we investigate the response of LSI retrieval with respect to quantity (data level) of inter-query information and with respect to quality (noise level) of inter-query information.
The LSI retrieval method is compared with MARS [8] and PFRL [6] . Performance is measured by average precision.
Average Precision:
The non-interpolated average precision is defined as
where Re1 is the set of relevant items in the data set, and
Rank is an ordering of the data set based on similarity with the query.
The following data sets were used for evaluation: Texture -the texture data from MIT Media Lab. A total of 640 images of 128 x 128 with 15 classes are in the database.
The images in this database are represented by 8 Gabor filters (2 scales and 4 orientations). Segmentation -the segmentation data set, taken from the UCI repository [SI, consists of images that were drawn randomly from a database of 7 outdoor images. There are 7 classes, each of which has 330 instances for a total of 2310 images in the database. These images are represented by 19 real valued attributes.
To determine the free parameters, a ten-fold crossvalidation was conducted. The values reported are the average of the ten tests. The parameters for MARS and PFRL are optimized. We make no claim on using optimal values for the LSI approach as the parameters were selected after a very coarse sampling. To create the historical information for LSI, random queries were conducted on the training set using two iterations of relevance feedback on sets of twenty images. The method of reErieVal for each queries was randomly selected.
In creating M, the top 100 singular values were used. The sparse matrix SVD calculation was done with SVDPACKC [I] .
The LSI approach was evaluated at different levels of data. The level of data is expressed as the number of documents relative to the number of terms (images). The av- erage precision over the texture data is presented in Figure  2a . With significant levels of data ( 1 to 10 times the number of images), the LSI approach performs exceeding well. Without much historical information (1/4 the number of images), performance is less than MARS and PFRL. The same trend holds in Figure 2b which presents the results over the segmentation data.
The response of the LSI approach to poor quality of historical information was investigated by adding simulated noise. When generating the historical relevance feedback documents, the probability that the user's feedback for each image was flipped is the noise level. The plot of average precision versus noise is presented in Figure 2c . The quality of historical information has a small effect on the quality of the retrieval. The dominating effect on the performance of the LSI approach is the amount of historical information.
Lastly, an example image retrieval is presented in Figure  2d . In this example, the improved MARS [7] is used. As was the complete texture data set. The example presents sequential sets of images to the user (that is, previous images are not reshown to the user).
Summary
By viewing the images of an image database as the terms of vocabulary and by viewing relevance feedback as an expression of those terms as a document, it is possible to use latent semantic indexing to capture useful inter-query information. Initial investigation suggests that LSI is robust to poor historical information but is dependent on the availability of large amounts of historical information.
